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• Java 8 features supported:
  – JSR 308 - Type Annotations.
  – JEP 120 - Repeating Annotations.
  – JSR 269 - Pluggable Annotation Processor API & javax.lang.model API enhancements for Java 8.
  – JSR 335 – Lambda Expressions
    • Lambda expressions & method/constructor references
    • Support for “code carrying” interface methods
    • Enhanced target typing
    new overload resolution & type inference
Evolution or Disruption

- Assumptions made in the implementation
  - Grammar can be made to conform to LALR(1)
  - Type bindings can be compared with "==" *(interned)*
  - Compilation happens in sequential phases
    - overload resolution is based on types being resolved
    - flow analysis starts after resolution is completed
  - Indexing is word-based (parsing suffices)
  - Code completion can stop parsing at cursor

None of these assumptions are valid for Java 8
Revolution

- Fundamental changes in many places
- Full rewrite of
  - Type Inference
Demo: \(\lambda\)
• **DEMO JDT Support for Lambda**
  
  - Quick assist
    - to / from lambda
    - expression ↔ block
  
  - Hover
    - to see the functional type
    - to see inference results

• **Not shown**
  
  - Search / Type hierarchy / Refactoring
    - are lambda aware
The Compiler

• Reasons for having our own compiler
  – incremental compilation (as you type)
    • good error recovery
  – run even code with errors
  – use compiler information in the UI
    • visualization
    • navigation
    • quick assist & refactoring
  – QUALITY ASSURANCE
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Areas Covered

- **Connecting objects to a system**
  - nothing new

- **Algorithms**
  - lambda expressions
  - library updates for lambdas

- **Types**
  - type annotations
  - type inference
Object Composition

playedBy Relationship

- **Properties**
  - **Dynamism:** roles can come and go (same base object)
  - **Multiplicities:** one base can play several roles (different/same role types)
Areas Covered

- Connecting objects to a system
  - **Object Teams**
- Algorithms
  - lambda expressions
  - library updates for lambdas
- Types
  - type annotations
  - type inference